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Pyro: A Python-based Versatile Programming








University of Massachusetts, Lowell 
In this paper we describe a programming framework called Pyro which provides a set of abstractions that
allows students to write platform­independent robot programs. This project is unique because of its focus on














proliferated   in   the   classroom,   first,   in   colleges   and   later   even   in   middle   schools.
Currently,   sophisticated   robots  with  cameras,  advanced  sensors,  and  motors   (such  as
Sony's robot dog, Aibo, and ActivMedia's Pioneer) are becoming financially accessible
to undergraduate computer science, and even some courses in psychology.






assembly   language,   and   even   a   different   way   of   storing   the  most   basic   kinds   of
information.
The   Pyro   project   was   designed   to   answer   the   question   of   how   to   program
sophisticated robots by serving as a high­level programming paradigm for a wide variety
of robots and sensors. Pyro, which stands for Python Robotics, is a Python­based robotics
programming  environment   that   enables   students   and   researchers   to  explore   topics   in
robotics. Programming robot behaviors in Pyro is akin to programming in a high­level
general­purpose programming language in that Pyro provides abstractions for low­level
robot   specific   features  much   like   the   abstractions   provided   in   high­level   languages.
Consequently,   robot   control   programs  written   for   a   small   robot   (such   as  K­Team's
hockey   puck­sized,   infrared­based   Khepera   robot)   can   be   used,   without   any
modifications, to control a much larger robot (such as ActivMedia's human­scale, laser­
based   PeopleBot).   This   represents   an   advance   over   previous   robot   programming
methodologies   in  which   robot   programs  were  written   for   specific  motor   controllers,
sensors, communications protocols and other low­level features.
Programming   robot   behaviors   is   carried   out   using   the   programming   language,
Python, which enables several additional pedagogical benefits. We have developed an





situations.     Finally,  we   examine   the   role   of   Pyro   in   computer   science   curricula   by
presenting a detailed case study of its use in an artificial intelligence course.
2. OVERVIEW OF PYRO
The need for a project like Pyro grew out of our desire to teach mobile robotics in a
coherent,   abstract,   robot­independent  manner.   For   example,  we  wished   to   start  with
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simple   "direct   control"   programs   running   on   simple   robots   and   incrementally   take
students   on   a   tour   of   other   control   paradigms   running   on   increasingly   sophisticated
robots. There are many freely available, feature­rich, real­world control systems which






then  the  types had  to be of  similar  size,  shape, and abilities.  Second,  we wanted  the
control system to be something that could be studied, and changed, by the students. All of
the existing systems we encountered were designed to be as efficient as possible, and
were   therefore   filled  with optimizations  which obfuscated   their  overall  design   to   the
student.  In addition, we were unable to find a system for which we could easily separate
the "controller"   from the rest  of  the system. For example,  a control  system based on
occupancy grids might be intimately tied to a particular type of robot and laser scanner.
It   should   not   be   a   surprise   that   existing   systems   suffered   from   these   limitations






The  first  of   these   is  TeamBots   [Balch,  2004].  TeamBots   is  written   in   Java,   and,




time   TeamBots  was  written   (1997­­2000)   the   idea   of   using   Java   to   control  mobile







The other  project   that met some of our  requirements was the Player/Stage project
[Gerkey, 2003] which was first released in 2001. Player/Stage is actually three separate
projects: Player, which is an evolving set of client/server protocols for communicating
with   robots   and   simulators;   Stage,   a   "low­fidelity",   2­D  multi­robot   simulator;   and
Gazebo,  a  "high­fidelity",  3­D simulator.  Because  the Player/Stage authors have  their
software running on so many different kinds of robots, they have developed many useful
robot and sensor abstractions. Whereas TeamBots only supported two different kinds of
robots   (Probotic's   Cye   and   the   now   defunct   Nomadic   Technologies   Nomad   150),


















focus was on  the usability   from the student  perspective.  We found  that   the language
Python met many of our goals. To our surprise, we also found that Python had recently
























level  of   concepts   and   syntax,  but   rather   forces   the  user   to   embrace   the   full  object­
oriented methodology from square one.
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print 'Hello world!'       => Hello world!
def helloWorld():
    print 'Hello world!'
helloWorld()               => Hello world!            
class HelloWorld:
    def greet(self):
        print 'Hello world!'
obj = HelloWorld()
obj.greet()                => Hello world!
Figure 1. Python scales up pedagogically. Three different paradigms for greeting the world: direct,
functional, and object­oriented.
Pyro is composed of  a  set of  Python classes  that  encapsulates  lower­level  details.
Figure   2   provides   a   schematic   of   the   Pyro   architecture.    Users  write   robot   control
programs   using   a   single   application   programming   interface   (API).   The   API   is
implemented as an object­oriented hierarchy that provides an abstraction layer on top of
all   the vendor­supplied  robot­specific  API's.  For  example,   in  Figure  2,  all   the   robot­
specific  API's  have been  abstracted   into   the  class  pyro.robot.     In  addition,  other
abstractions and services are available in the  Pyro Library. The libraries help simplify
robot­specific   features   and   provide   insulation   from   the   lowest   level   details   of   the
hardware or simulation environments.
Figure 2. Pyro Architecture
Currently,   Pyro   supports   K­Team's   Kheperas,   ActivMedia's   Pioneer­class   robots













2.1 A First Look
In   this   section  we  present   a   simple   obstacle   avoidance   behavior   to   demonstrate   the
unified framework that Pyro provides for using the same control program across many
different robot platforms. This type of simple controller  is an example of "direct" (or
"stateless")  control.  Direct  control   is  normally   the  first  control  method  introduced   to
students  learning robotics.    In   this simple form of control,  sensor  values are used to
directly  affect  motor  outputs.    The  top  five   lines  of  Figure  3  show pseudocode   that
represents a very simple algorithm for avoiding obstacles.
The program shown in the  lower  portion  of  Figure  3 implements   the pseudocode
algorithm using   the abstractions   in   the  libraries.    The program,  written   in  an object­













#   if approaching an obstacle on the left side
#      turn right 
#   else if approaching an obstacle on the right side
#      turn left 
#   else go forward 
 1  from pyro.brain import Brain 
 2  class Avoid(Brain): 
 3      def step(self):
 4          safeDistance = 1 # in Robot Units
 5          #if approaching an obstacle on the left side, turn right
 6          if min(self.get('robot/range/front-left/value')) < safeDistance: 
 7              self.robot.move(0,-0.3) 
 8          #else if approaching an obstacle on the right side, turn left
 9          elif min(self.get('robot/range/front-right/value')) < safeDistance: 
10              self.robot.move(0,0.3)  
11          #else go forward
12          else: 
13              robot.move(0.5, 0) 
14  def INIT(engine): 
15     return Avoid('Avoid', engine) 
Figure 3. An obstacle avoidance program, in pseudocode and in Pyro




C/C++  interface  also   facilitates   the   inclusion  of  very  expensive   routines   (like  vision













the  kind  of   sensors  used.  Some sensors  provide  specific   range   information,   like
distance to an obstacle in meters or millimeters. Others simply provide a numeric
value where larger values correspond to open space and smaller values imply nearby









we have created  sensor groups:  front,  left,  front­left, etc.   Thus, a programmer can
simply   query   a   robot   to   report   its   front­left   sensors   in   robot   units.   The   values
reported  will  work effectively on any robot,  of any size,  with any kind of range
sensor given appropriate  coverage,  yet  will  be scaled  to  the specific  robot  being
used.
4. Motion Control: Regardless of the kind of drive mechanism available on a robot,
from   a   programmer's   perspective,   a   robot   should   be   able   to   move   forward,
backward,   turn,   and/or   perform   a   combination   of   these   motions   (like   moving
forward while turning left). We have created two motion control abstractions: move









5. Devices:  The   abstractions   presented   above   provide   a   basic,   yet   important
functionality.  We  recognize   that   there   can   be   several   other   devices   that   can  be
present on a robot: a gripper, a camera, etc.  We have created a device abstraction to
accommodate  any new hardware  or  ad hoc programs  that  may be  used  in   robot
control. For example, a camera can be controlled by a device that enables access to



















teaching  introductory  programming,  object­oriented  programming,  and other   topics  in



























4. EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE EXAMPLES
In addition to the abstractions and device definitions, the Pyro Library includes several
modules that enable the exploration of robot control  paradigms,  robot  learning,  robot
vision,   localization   and   mapping,   and   multi­agent   robotics.   Within   robot   control
paradigms   there   are   several  modules:   direct/reactive/stateless   control,   behavior­based
control, finite state machines, subsumption architectures, and fuzzy logic. The learning
modules provide  an extensive coverage of  various  kinds of  artificial  neural  networks
(ANNs):   feedforward   networks,   recurrent   networks,   self­organizing   maps,   etc.










robot  control  written  using   the  available   libraries.  All  of   the  examples  presented  are
actual working Pyro programs.
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from pyro.brain import Brain
from random import random
class Wander(Brain):
   def step(self):
      safeDistance = 0.85 # in Robot Units
      l = min(self.get('robot/range/front-left/value'))
      r = min(self.get('robot/range/front-right/value'))
      f = min(self.get('robot/range/front/value'))
      if (f < safeDistance): 
         if (random() < 0.5):
            self.robot.move(0, - random())
         else:
            self.robot.move(0, random())       
      elif (l < safeDistance): 
         self.robot.move(0,-random())
      elif (r < safeDistance): 
         self.robot.move(0, random())
      else: # nothing blocked, go straight
         self.robot.move(0.2, 0)
Figure 5. A wander program
As mentioned, we have designed the highest level robot class to make abstractions














from pyro.brain import Brain
from pyro.brain.conx import Network
class NNBrain(Brain):
   def setup(self):
      self.net = Network()
      self.net.addThreeLayers(self.get('robot/range/count'), 2, 2)
      self.maxvalue = self.get('robot/range/maxvalue')
   def scale(self, val):
      return (val / self.maxvalue)
   def teacher(self):
      safeDistance = 1.0
      if min(self.get('robot/range/front/value')) < safeDistance:
         trans = 0.0
      elif min(self.get('robot/range/back/value')) < safeDistance:
         trans = 1.0
      else:
         trans = 1.0
      if min(self.get('robot/range/left/value')) < safeDistance:
         rotate = 0.0
      elif min(self.get('robot/range/right/value')) < safeDistance:
         rotate = 1.0
      else:
         rotate = 0.5
      return trans, rotate
   def step(self):
      ins = map(self.scale, self.get('robot/range/all/value'))
      targets = self.teacher()
      self.net.step(input = ins, output = targets)
      trans = (self.net['output'].activation[0] - .5) * 2.0
      rotate = (self.net['output'].activation[1] - .5) * 2.0























from pyro.geometry import distance
from pyro.brain.behaviors.fsm import State, FSMBrain
class edge(State):
    def onActivate(self): 
        self.startX = self.get('robot/x') 
        self.startY = self.get('robot/y') 
    def update(self):
        x = self.get('robot/x')
        y = self.get('robot/y')
        dist = distance( self.startX, self.startY, x, y) 
        if dist > 1.0:
            self.goto('turn')
        else:
            self.robot.move(.3, 0)
class turn(State):
    def onActivate(self):
        self.th = self.get('robot/th')
    def update(self):
        th = self.get('robot/th')
        if angleAdd(th, - self.th) > 90: 
            self.goto('edge')
        else:
            self.robot.move(0, .2)
def INIT(engine): 
    brain = FSMBrain(engine)
    brain.add(edge(1)) # 1 means initially active
    brain.add(turn())
    return brain
Figure 7. A finite state machine controller
The next example, shown in Figure 7, uses a finite state machine (FSM) to control a
robot.    A   FSM brain   is   assumed   to   consist   of   a   set   of   states.     Each   state   has   an




In this example,   the goal  is   to control   the robot so that  it  continually  moves in a












5. IN THE CURRICULUM
Because Pyro allows students to immediately focus on the most abstract, top­down issues
in autonomous control, we have been able to incorporate Pyro into a variety of courses.
Many  of   these  courses  have  been  taught   to   students  with   little   to  no  background   in
programming. Pyro has been incorporated in the undergraduate curriculum at Bryn Mawr
College,   Swarthmore  College,   and   the  University   of  Massachusetts   Lowell   (UML).
Additionally, it has been used at at least ten other institutions. At UML, it has also been











4. Androids:   Design  &   Practice:   An   upper­level   elective   on   recent   advances   in
robotics. This course is offered at Bryn Mawr College.






8. Senior  Theses:  Students   at   several   institutions  have  used Pyro  as  a  part  of   their
capstone projects.
9. Summer Research: Students at several institutions have used Pyro as a part of their







The   student   projects   from   these   courses   span   a   large   range   of   complexity.   For
example,  in the cognitive science course,  many students had never  written a program
before.  However,   they were  easily  able   to   take simple  reactive  brains,   such  as   those
shown above, tweak them, and ask observers their impression of the robot's behavior. On























6. CASE STUDY: AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE COURSE
One  way   to   evaluate  whether  Pyro   is   successful   at   achieving   its   goal   of   providing
undergraduates with an effective tool for exploring advanced robotics is to consider how
well it can be integrated into an AI course.   In this section we will look in detail at a
particular  AI course,  and examine  the  level  of  sophistication of   the  robotics  projects
attempted by the students.   We will also summarize student comments on using Python
and Pyro.
At Swarthmore  College,   the AI course  is   typically   taught  every  other  year  and is
intended   for  Computer  Science  majors  who  have   already   taken  a  CS1  course   in   an
imperative language and a CS2 course in an object­oriented language as prerequisites.
The AI course was updated in Spring 2004 to incorporate Python and Pyro into every lab
and   project   [Meeden,   2004].    This   particular   offering   of   the   course   had   a  machine
learning   focus   covering  game  playing,  neural   networks,   genetic   algorithms,  decision
trees, reinforcement learning, and robotics.   Students met twice a week for lecture and
discussion and once a week for lab.

















projects.  Conx includes an  implementation of  back­propagation learning, allowing  the
students to focus on the data representation and training procedure.  
The second project involved applying a genetic algorithm to a problem. The default
option  was   to   try   to   find   solutions   to   the   traveling   salesman  problem   for  particular
countries in the world or to attempt one of the contests sponsored by the  Congress on
Evolutionary   Computation  which   included   growing   virtual   plants,   predicting   binary
series, and creating art.  The students used the Genetic Algorithm library (which is part of
Pyro),  allowing them to again focus on the representation of   the problem, as well  as
creating a good fitness function.  One of the interesting aspects of the traveling salesman
problem is   that  many   researchers  have  proposed  special­purpose  genetic  operators   to
more quickly converge on good solutions.  The students were asked to implement a new
crossover and a new mutation operator from the literature.
The final  project   involved   robot   learning  on  a   simulated  Pioneer­style   robot  with
sonar   sensors,  blob  vision,  and  a  gripper.    For   the   final  project,   the  majority  of   the
students  in the class chose a task in which the robot would be controlled by a neural
network and the weights of the network would be evolved by a genetic algorithm.  This




2. Subclass   Pyro's  Brain  class   to   create   a   neural   network   brain   based   on   Pyro's
Network  class with task appropriate input values derived from sensors and output
values to command the motors.
3. Subclass Pyro's  GA  class  to create a  task appropriate  fitness function and stopping











pucks   scattered   randomly   throughout   the   environment,   having   a   robot   navigate   a
PacMan­inspired  maze while avoiding  a predator   robot,  and having  a  robot   trying   to
capture a puck from a protector robot.  
Pyro's infrastructure allowed the students to focus on the most interesting aspects of
the project,   such as  the environment,   task,  network  architecture,  and fitness  function,









































The   Pyro   project   is   the   latest   incarnation   of   our   attempts   to  make   the   teaching   of
autonomous mobile robots accessible to students and teachers alike. We have developed












and   promising   step   in   this   direction.  We   believe   that   discoveries   of   generic   robot
abstractions  will,   in   the   long   run,   lead   to  a  much more  widespread  use  of   robots   in
education and will provide access to robots to an even wider range of students.
Our goal   is  to  reduce  the cost  of   learning  to  program robots by creating uniform
conceptualizations that are independent of specific robot platforms and incorporate them
into   an   already   familiar   programming   paradigm.     Conceptualizing   uniform   robot
capabilities presents the biggest challenge: How can the same conceptualization apply to
different   robots   with   different   capabilities   and   different   programming   API's?   Our
approach, which has been successful to date, has been shown to work on several robot
platforms, from the most­expensive research­oriented robot,  to the lowest­cost LEGO­
based  ones.  We are  striving  for   the  "write­once/run­anywhere"   idea:   robot  programs,
once written, can be used to drive vastly different robots without making any changes in
the code. This approach leads the students to concentrate more on the modeling of robot
"brains"  by  allowing   them to  ignore   the   intricacies of   specific   robot  hardware.  More
importantly, we hope that this will allow students to gradually move to more and more
sophisticated sensors and controllers. In our experience, this more generalized framework





Pyro   source   code,   documentation   and   tutorials   are   available   at
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